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1.  Lessons Learned from the last 40 years of NEPA 

• It seems like we’ve become slaves to legal and regulatory requirements 
• Communication is the key to getting through it, but when people get busy (under-

resourced), communication is the first thing to go. 
• NEPA can’t achieve at all the scales of impact (local to global) 
• We don’t follow up on what we said we would do 
• It’s hard to reach all the “micro” players such as local municipalities 
• NEPA drives agency coordination on the back end instead of in the early stages of 

planning 
• There needs to be a check and balance to track and follow up on all the various agency 

commitments, and that’s basically what NEPA (can or should) provides. 
• NEPA’s intent has been successful. Implementation and overlapping requirements have 

varied in their success. 
• It seems onerous because we’re still paying for the sins of the past, before NEPA. 
• Lack of standard data and data standards 

 
2.  What’s changed in the 40 years since NEPA was passed? 

• Societal values have evolved considerably 
• The legal climate is more intense 
• Citizens are highly networked globally 

o Internet experts on everything 
o Comments come in from global stakeholders (individuals and NGO’s) 

• Demographics and the need to train the upcoming younger workers as boomers retire 
• Huge realm of newer environmental regulations and permit requirements (e.g. 404) 
• Project management practices and systems 
• Supercomputers and mega/meta data 
• Agencies are constrained by political control and conflict (executive and legislative 

branches) 
• Less and less funding in the system, on all levels 
• The information “requirement” has risen, for data, reporting, tracking and transparency 
• Risk assessment is much more constraining and conservative 
• The players are much more specialized, fewer generalists or one stop shops 
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• More and more process standardization, less freedom to make exceptions to achieve 
higher goals 

• Less overall project management skill and cradle to grave implementation 
 
3. What would we do today if we were designing NEPA from scratch? 

• Develop project management skills 
• Develop a holistic regulatory framework 
• Develop performance measures for the transportation system and other systems like 

infrastructure, land use and energy 
• Link construction of new projects to system maintenance and system planning viscerally 
• Develop a hierarchy structure for the system, so the data and alternatives would have 

components visible at the local, regional, state, national and global levels 
• Develop a whole system “model” for national and regional development that “drives” the 

need for transportation (and other) decisions and infrastructure investments (or 
disinvestments) 

• Establish grant “competitions” based on whole system performance objectives, not just 
modal or local objectives. 

 
4. Ideas for research projects: 

• Feasibility of consolidating various environmental and development regulations and 
agencies (such as HUD, EPA and DOT) 

• How to build on the idea of a “federal permit assistance center” 
• Do a SHRP project on developing a new “whole system” pilot project 
• Do a performance assessment (process review?) on current practice 
• How do we develop sustainable support (funding) for developing and maintaining the 

coordination, modeling, data management and permitting systems that we need? 


